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A system’s ability to replicate is central to the survival of living organisms. As self-replication is a key
component in the evolution of biological life, it is envisaged that understanding how the mechanism
works will lead to a greater understanding of how self-replicating systems have arisen and, therefore, how
life on primitive Earth began. Self-replicating systems are also of interest to synthetic chemists, with the
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goal of creating the ultimate synthetic machine capable of making perfect copies of itself. Recent work
on the development of self-replicating systems has led to the emergence of highly efficient replicators,
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and the incorporation of additional functionality within the system, such as information transfer, and
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competition within a dynamic mixture of components. Philp has further demonstrated how complex the
mechanism of self-replication is, observing how small alterations to a system have a significant impact on
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its overall efficiency. These studies encourage the design of further systems, which aim to achieve a
greater understanding of how the complex biomolecules which living organisms are comprised of evolved.

The use of porphyrins offers a novel approach towards self-replication through the use of a template and
chaperone ligand system. In this work, two porphyrin systems were explored, leading to the formation of
amide dimer system (S1) and ester dimer system (S2) [Fig 1]. Although a self-replicating mechanism is not
observed in either S1 or S2, UV studies have confirmed non-cooperative binding between porphyrin dimer
and ligand, and further binding investigations are currently ongoing.

Fig 1. Proposed zinc porphyrin self-replicating system design using DABCO as the chaperone ligand
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